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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are the characteristics of SAP Cloud Applications Studio?
Please choose the correct answer.
Choose one:
A. The development tools provided are presented in an
integrated development environment (IDE) based on Microsoft
Visual Studio.
B. Furthermore, you can create and integrate new business
content, services, and user interfaces to provide complete
micro-vertical business solutions.

C. You cannot develop, deploy, and test specific add-on
functionality by using the studio.
D. The SAP Cloud Applications Studio ("studio") for the SAP
cloud solutions enables SAP partners, resellers, and customers
to adapt and enhance the solution capabilities of the SAP cloud
solutions.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which is one difference between H-VPLS and VPLS?
A. VPLS improve scalability concerns identified on H-VPLS
implementation.
B. H-VPLS reduces signaling overhead and packet replication
requirementsfor the provider edge.
C. H-VPLS connects using also other Layer-2 encapsulation such
as PPP and VPLS connects using Ethernet encapsulation only
D. VPLS is a point-to-point Layer-2 services and H-VPLS is a
multipoint Layer-2 services.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Implementing a process in a change management system takes
place after:
A. rigorous peer review.
B. initial test in a sandbox.
C. consultation with the vendor.
D. approval by the CAB.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
http://www.it.northwestern.edu/bin/docs/service-manager/ChangeM
anagementProcess2.7.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which mechanism enables the Cisco Unified CCX Cisco Agent
Desktop application to obtain a copy of the RTP packet stream
directly from a supported IP phone?
A. remote SPAN monitoring
B. reflector port monitoring
C. desktop monitoring
D. SPAN port monitoring
E. ESPAN monitoring
Answer: C
Explanation:
Desktop monitoring provides a mechanism for the CAD application
to obtain a copy of the RTP packet streams directly from the

phone and therefore removes the need for a Monitoring component
connected to the SPAN port on the Catalyst switch. A Cisco
phone supporting desktop monitoring is required and the agent
workstation running CAD must be connected to the data port on
the back of the agent phone. The Cisco IP Communicator also
supports using desktop monitoring for silent monitoring and
recording.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/cust_contact
/contact_center/crs/express_9_
0/design/UCCX_BK_UD5B347F_00_uccx-solution-reference-networkdes
ign/UCCX_BK_UD5B347F_00_uccx-solution-reference-network-design_
chapter_010.html
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